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Compact distance and speed measuring radar systems can prove to be effective in the 

field of non-contact biomedical instrumentation, law enforcement, public safety, and etc.
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• Prototype will first be built with a main emphasis on accuracy and range, which will then be optimized for size and user friendliness.

• Distance – measuring phase shift between the reference and returned modulation signal.

• Speed – measuring the Doppler shift of the transmitting and receiving signal. 

• Today:

o Biomedical instrumentation usually require many electrical probes on 

the patient.  This may be impossible or not preferred in some situations.  

o Lie detectors and lie detecting are always obvious due to the controlled 

environment

• Possible ideal end-goals for a miniature radar system:

o Contact-free biomedical instrumentation

o Contact-free Remote lie detectors

o Mobile aerial surveillance 

• What makes radar mostly ideal for these situations?

The ability for microwave circuits and systems to be easily and cost-

effectively fabricated on IC technology
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• Disadvantages of radars:

• Cannot be cost effectively manufactured on a mass assembly-line scale

• Large & expensive

• Currently mainly used in the military and defense sector

• Some technologies are based off of time-of-flight (TOF): impractical for 

close-range precise distance measurements

• Goal – To develop a radar system

• Cost effective 

• Small (an IC would be ideal)

• Can perform accurate phase (distance) and Doppler (speed) 

measurements simultaneously

• Can acquire measurements in real time

Future use of a 

compact radar 

system as a 

contact-free vitals 

monitoring unit 

mounted on a 

hospital bed

Simplified block diagram for Doppler  (speed) detection

Complete block diagram of the prototype

Simplified block diagram for phase (distance) detection

The Doppler frequency output of the 

waveguide mixer.  The amplitude represents 

the object’s reflectivity, while the frequency is 

the Doppler frequency.

Parasitic feedthrough of the 

circulator and/or the antenna causes 

the original and Doppler shifted 

10GHz signal to mix Records the number of times a 

full 360 degrees of phase shift 

has passed in a digital counter

0 to 360 degree 

analog phase detector

Waveguide setup (excluding the 10GHz 

source): blue SMA is input, BNC is 

demodulator/mixer output, horn antenna is to 

the right, and the circulator is in the center

The modulation source is pulsed 

(periodic on/off) – allowing it to measure 

phase shifts larger than 360 degrees of  

the modulation signal

Average 

Doppler 

frequency 

from this 

setup (Hz)

Calculated Doppler 

Frequency from 

reference radar gun (Hz)

∆ Doppler 

frequency 

(Hz) 

% Of Error

Trial 1 88.89 94.73 -5.84 -6.17

Trial 2 121.5 126.3 -4.8 -3.8

Average 98.54 105.25 -6.71 -6.66

Sample data testing the Doppler functionality

• Doppler tests were done by measuring the Doppler shift 

of a RC car under motion compared to a third-party made 

Doppler speed gun.

• Source of error – The third-party made radar gun 

displayed results in kilometers per-hour with a digit 

precision in the one’s place.  Km/h readings are not ideal 

for RC cars. Furthermore, mathematical conversion had 

to be done to convert km/h readings to the Doppler 

frequency according to the Doppler equation, and thus 

the errors from the lack of digit precision was 

exacerbated.

So far, the project is currently a slow work-in-progress 

in the prototype stage.  However, considering the 

Doppler test results, the radar should be able to achieve 

both high accuracy and precision since most of the 

signal processing is done in the frequency domain 

• Finish development of prototype

• Eventually fabricate on CMOS IC

• Xu, R. (2011). 45th Annual Central States VHF 
Society. CSVHFS. Irving.

• Kent Britain (WA5VJB) – for a plentiful donation of 
various  waveguide, RF, and radar parts.


